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Abstract
Recent years have witnessed an abundance
of new publications and approaches on meta-
learning. This community-wide enthusiasm
has sparked great insights but has also created
a plethora of seemingly different frameworks,
which can be hard to compare and evaluate.
In this paper, we aim to provide a principled,
unifying framework by revisiting and strength-
ening the connection between meta-learning
and traditional supervised learning. By treat-
ing pairs of task-specific data sets and target
models as (feature, label) samples, we can
reduce many meta-learning algorithms to in-
stances of supervised learning. This view not
only unifies meta-learning into an intuitive
and practical framework but also allows us
to transfer insights from supervised learning
directly to improve meta-learning. For ex-
ample, we obtain a better understanding of
generalization properties, and we can readily
transfer well-understood techniques, such as
model ensemble, pre-training, joint training,
data augmentation, and even nearest neigh-
bor based methods. We provide an intuitive
analogy of these methods in the context of
meta-learning and show that they give rise
to significant improvements in model perfor-
mance on few-shot learning.
1 Introduction
Meta-learning, or learning to learn, is the sub-field of
machine learning occupied with the search for the best
An extended version of the paper titled “A Meta Understand-
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Figure 1: Meta-learning as supervised learning. By
treating a pair of a training set (left) and the target model
(right) as a meta labeled example, meta-learning learns a
shared meta mapping (from left to right) that generalizes
from meta-training examples to novel meta-test examples.
Take one-shot learning for instance. A training set contains
one image per class, while a target model is a classifier
trained with many more images from those classes.
learning strategy as the number of tasks and learning
experiences increases (Vilalta and Drissi, 2002) and
has drawn significant attention recently (Finn et al.,
2017a; Andrychowicz et al., 2016; Vinyals et al., 2016).
Meta-learning has been developed in various areas to
advanced algorithm design, including few-shot learn-
ing (Ravi and Larochelle, 2017; Snell et al., 2017; Wang
and Hebert, 2016), optimization (Li and Malik, 2017;
Wichrowska et al., 2017), active learning (Bachman
et al., 2017), transfer learning (Balaji et al., 2018; Ying
et al., 2018), unsupervised learning (Metz et al., 2018;
Edwards and Storkey, 2017), etc. Specifically, meta-
learning has demonstrated the capability to generalize
learned knowledge to novel tasks, which greatly reduces
the need for training data and time to optimize.
Given its wide applicability and diverse approaches,
there is an increasing need for a principled, unifying
meta-learning framework to facilitate future studies
and development. Finn (2018); Metz et al. (2018) have
made a notable step to provide a broad introduction
and compare representative algorithms. In this paper,
we aim to push the direction forward by providing
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Revisiting Meta-Learning as Supervised Learning
a unifying view of meta-learning through revisiting
and strengthening the connection to supervised learn-
ing (Thrun and Pratt, 1998; Baxter, 2000; Maurer,
2005; Wang, 2018; Larochelle, 2018; Finn, 2018).
Generally, meta-learning can be viewed as learning
a mapping g that given a training set Dtr returns a
model h. The model h is then applied to data sampled
from the same distribution from which Dtr is sampled.
For instance, in one-shot learning Dtr corresponds to
a set of C labeled data samples, and h corresponds to
a C-way classifier. Learning the mapping can thus be
conducted by collecting and training with (Dtr, Dval)
pairs, in which the validation set Dval evaluates h =
g(Dtr) and provides “supervised” signal to optimize g,
essentially connecting meta-learning with supervised
learning1. This connection has multiple advantages: it
allows transferring ideas and experiences of supervised
learning to meta-learning. For example, Baxter (2000);
Maurer (2005) extended the generalization error bounds
from supervised learning to meta-learning; Vinyals
et al. (2016) designed the meta-training procedure so
that meta-test and meta-train conditions match.
In this paper, we aim to generalize, expand, and
strengthen the connection between meta-learning and
supervised learning so that on one hand, it can hold
across a wider range of meta-learning approaches and
applications; on the other hand, a variety of under-
standings and techniques of supervised learning can be
easily extended to meta-learning.
Traditional supervised learning learns a model that
given a feature (vector) returns a label, and we train
the model on a set of labeled examples in the form of
(feature, target label) pairs. Inspired by this fact and
(Wang and Hebert, 2016; Garg and Kalai, 2018), we
provide a unifying view of meta-learning by drawing a
closer analogy. We pretend that the target model h∗ of
a training set Dtr can be directly obtained in collecting
meta-training data. One can view the target model h∗
as the model that we hope to learn from Dtr, similar
to the annotated label that we hope to predict given
a feature. In this notion, we can train a meta model
g on a set of (Dtr, h∗) pairs, which we call the meta
labeled examples (or tasks2), and evaluate it on a test
task Dtesttr . See Figure 1 for an illustration.
This unifying view allows us to apply meta-learning
1Suppose (x, y) ∈ Dval, where x is the feature and y is
the label, Finn (2018) equivalently defines h(x) = g(Dtr, x)
and uses y to provide the supervised signal.
2There are various definitions of the term “task.” For
example, in (Pan et al., 2010; Finn, 2018), a task contains a
data distribution where the training set Dtr is sampled, and
a task can be sampled from a meta-distribution of tasks.
Our definition is equivalent to combining the two sampling
steps and can simplify the notations in this paper.
to various areas while general understandings of super-
vised learning still hold. For example, in meta-learning
for domain generalization (Balaji et al., 2018) where
h = g(Dtr) is applied to a data distribution different
from where Dtr is sampled, the theoretical analysis
in (Baxter, 2000; Maurer, 2005) is no longer applica-
ble. Nevertheless, well understood pitfalls of supervised
learning such as overfitting due to insufficient (meta-)
training examples and distribution drift can still be
used to explain why the learned meta model g may not
generalize to novel tasks. We discuss more in subsec-
tion 2.3 and empirically verify this in subsection 5.3.
This unifying view also identifies the essential compo-
nents to design a meta-learning algorithm, providing
a principled way to apply it. While h∗ may not be
directly provided in practice, it indicates what kind of
data to collect. For example, in one-shot learning one
may expect h∗ to be a classifier learned with ample
labeled data (Wang and Hebert, 2016; Wang et al.,
2017). To this end, one can first collect ample labeled
data to learn h∗, followed by learning a meta-learning
model g to predict h∗ from Dtr. Alternatively, one can
collect a validation set Dval as a proxy to estimate how
h∗ will perform. See section 3 for more discussions.
Finally, with this unifying view, we broaden the scope
of algorithm design for meta-learning by extending con-
cepts from supervised learning. We conduct extensive
experiments on few-shot learning, a representative area
where meta-learning is applied. We empirically show
that well-known supervised learning techniques such
as data augmentation, bagging (Breiman, 1996), joint
training (Argyriou et al., 2007), pre-training (Yosinski
et al., 2014), and non-parametric approaches (Zhang
et al., 2006; Weinberger and Saul, 2009) can be applied
at the task level to significantly facilitate meta-learning.
2 A Unifying View of Meta-Learning
2.1 Background: supervised learning
In supervised learning we collect a training set Dtr =
{(xn ∈ X , yn ∈ Y)}Nn=1, composed of N i.i.d. samples
from an unknown distribution D on X × Y. We call x
an input, y an output (or label), and (x, y) a labeled
example. We call h : X 7→ Y a model, which outputs a
label for an input. For instance, in image classification,
x is an image, y is a class name (e.g., “dog”), D is the
distribution of real images, and h is an image classifier.
Supervised learning searches for a model h given Dtr,
so that h will work well on (x, y) sampled from D. That
is, h should have a small generalization error LD(h)
according to a loss l : Y × Y 7→ R
LD(h) = E(x,y)∼D[l(h(x), y)]. (1)
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To this end, we construct a hypothesis set H = {h}
of candidate models and design an algorithm AH to
search hˆ from H by learning from Dtr. We denote
hˆ = AH(Dtr). One example of H is a neural network
with a fixed architecture but undetermined weights.
A popular framework to design supervised learning
algorithms is empirical risk minimization (ERM)
hˆ = AH(Dtr) = arg minh∈H
1
N
N∑
n=1
l(h(xn), yn)
= arg minh∈H LS(h), (2)
where LS(h) is the training loss. A particular AH is
characterized by how it performs ERM (e.g., optimiza-
tion methods). In practice, we usually design a set of
(H, AH) pairs, denoted as G, and select the best pair
using a held-out validation set Dval = {(xm, ym)}Mm=1
sampled i.i.d. from D
(H, AH)∗ = arg min(H,AH)∈G
1
M
M∑
m=1
l(hˆ(xm), ym)
= arg min(H,AH)∈G LV (hˆ), (3)
where hˆ = AH(Dtr). This is called model selection and
LV is the validation error.
2.2 Meta-learning as supervised learning
We provide a framework of meta-learning by drawing
analogy to supervised learning. We use “meta (labeled)
example” and “task” interchangeably. To prevent con-
fusion, we call the model in supervised learning a “base”
model when needed.
Definition. In meta-learning, we collect a meta-
training set Dmeta-tr = {(Dtrj ∈ I, h∗j ∈ O)}Nmetaj=1 ,
composed of Nmeta i.i.d. samples from an unknown
meta distribution Dmeta on I ×O. We call Dtr a train-
ing set (meta input), h∗ a “target” base model (meta
output), and (Dtr, h∗) a meta labeled example (task).
We call g : I 7→ O a meta model (meta mapping),
which outputs a base model for a training set. For
instance, in one-shot C-way learning for image classifi-
cation, Dtr = {(xn, yn)}Nn=1 contains N labeled images,
one for each of the C classes (i.e., N = C). h∗ is a
strong classifier trained using ample labeled images.
Meta-learning searches for a meta model g given
Dmeta-tr, so that g will work well on (Dtr, h∗) sam-
pled from Dmeta. That is, g should have a small meta
generalization error LDmeta(g) according to a meta loss
lmeta : O ×O 7→ R
LDmeta(g) = E(Dtr,h∗)∼Dmeta [lmeta(g(Dtr), h∗)]. (4)
In one-shot learning, we can view g as a predictor of
(strong) classifiers given small training sets.
Algorithm. To this end, we can follow supervised
learning to construct a meta hypothesis set G = {g} of
candidate meta models and design an algorithm BG to
search gˆ from G by learning from Dmeta-tr. We denote
gˆ = BG(Dmeta-tr). We can apply ERM
BG(Dmeta-tr) = arg min
g∈G
1
Nmeta
Nmeta∑
j=1
lmeta(g(Dtrj), h∗j )
= arg ming∈G LSmeta(g), (5)
where LSmeta is the meta training error. In practice,
we design a set of (G, BG) pairs and select the best
pair using a held-out meta-validation set Dmeta-val =
{(Dtrm, h∗m)}Mmetam=1 sampled i.i.d. from Dmeta. This is
called meta model selection (meta-validation).
Discussion. The meta model g and the supervised
learning algorithm AH (cf. Equation 2) have the same
forms of inputs and outputs. Thus, g can be seen as
a (supervised) learning algorithm which may involve
an optimization process3. Nevertheless, the general-
izability of g and AH are drastically different. AH is
designed or selected by model selection specifically for
D, while g is learned from Dmeta for the purpose of
generalizing to tasks sampled from Dmeta.
Moreover, viewing (Dtr, h∗) as a meta labeled example
enables h∗ to be disentangled from Dtr; i.e., h∗ can
be flexibly defined to provide supervision for various
applications, and is not necessarily a base model that
performs on data sampled exactly from where Dtr is
sampled. This notion broadens the applicability of
meta-learning — e.g., to domain generalization where
h∗ is for a different domain, or to unsupervised (feature)
learning where Dtr contains only unlabeled examples
{xn}Nn=1. See subsection 2.4 for more details.
Comparisons to previous work. Viewing meta-
learning as learning a mapping g from Dtr to h has
been studied in (Thrun and Pratt, 1998; Baxter, 2000;
Maurer, 2005). However, they did not treat (Dtr, h∗)
pairs as meta-training data (cf. Equation 4 and Equa-
tion 5) to embody the flexibility in designing h∗. In
contrast, they mainly analyzed the case where g(Dtr)
is applied to data from the same distribution where
Dtr is sampled: i.e., each task is a supervised learning
problem and the meta-training objective is to minimize
the training loss on Dtr across multiple tasks with gen-
eralization guarantees. In other words, they treated
(Dtr, Dtr) pairs as meta-training data. Their studies
may not be applied to recent meta-learning, where
validation data is explicitly used to optimize the meta
model (cf. Equation 6), and to applications beyond
3Indeed, Metz et al. (2018) point out that many meta-
learning algorithms consist of two levels of learning, in
which g is applied at the inner loop while our BG is applied
at the outer loop.
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Figure 2: Meta labeled examples. A labeled image is
marked by a colored box that indicate its label. The target
model in unsupervised learning is a feature extractor that
facilitates clustering or classification. The target model for
domain generalization is a classifier for a different domain.
supervised learning, such as domain generalization and
continual learning (Kaiser et al., 2017), where h∗ is
designed for another data distribution. Finn (2018);
Larochelle (2018) considered (Dtr, Dval) pairs but do
not explicitly allow Dval to be sampled from a differ-
ent distribution. Our work is inspired by (Wang and
Hebert, 2016; Wang et al., 2017; Wang, 2018) which
explicitly defined h∗ for few-shot learning.
2.3 Generalizability of learned meta models
This unifying view enables transferring experiences of
learning a base model to learning a meta model. For
example, increasing the size of meta-training set or
minimizing the domain shift between Dmeta and where
the novel tasks will be sampled (Ben-David et al., 2010;
Gong et al., 2012) should improve the generalization
ability of the learned meta model gˆ. We empirically
verify that these experiences are applicable in section 5.
We can further apply theoretical analysis of supervised
learning. Suppose lmeta is bounded and |G| is finite,
the Chernoff bound implies that G is agnostic PAC
learnable using ERM (Shalev-Shwartz and Ben-David,
2014). This has indeed been exploited in (Garg and
Kalai, 2018) to derive a meta-learning bound, but only
for meta unsupervised learning.
2.4 A principled way to apply meta-learning
This unifying view clearly defines the components of
meta-learning: (a) meta labeled example (Dtr, h∗) and
meta loss lmeta; (b) meta hypothesis set G = {g} and
meta algorithm BG . Applying meta-learning to an area
thus requires defining or designing them accordingly.
We discuss two examples below, and Figure 2 gives an
illustration. Please see suppl. for additional examples.
Unsupervised learning. Let us consider learning a
feature extractor from unlabeled data to benefit down-
stream applications (Boney and Ilin, 2018; Metz et al.,
2018; Yu et al., 2018). Here, Dtr = {xn}Nn=1, h∗ is
Algorithm 1: meta-KNN (cf. Equation 5)
Required: Dmeta-tr: a meta-training set
α, β, K: hyper-parameters
BG : an iterative meta-learning Algo.,
with gˆ = BG(Dmeta-tr) converged.
Meta input: A novel test task Dtesttr
1. Search KNN(Dtesttr ): KNN tasks in Dmeta-tr
2. Copy g˜ from gˆ. Fine-tune g˜ on KNN(Dtesttr ), by
applying BG for β extra epochs with step size α
Meta output: g˜(Dtesttr )
the target feature extractor, and lmeta measures the
performance gap on the downstream application. G is
a set of objective functions for unsupervised learning;
BG can be ERM by stochastic gradient descent (SGD).
Domain generalization. The goal is to train a
base model on source domains (SD) and apply it
to target domains (TD) without fine-tuning. Here,
Dtr = {(xn, yn)}Nn=1 is the labeled data from SD, while
h∗ is the target base model that works well on TD.
lmeta is the performance gap on TD. g can be a model
predictor or a learning process aware of the domain
shifts (Li et al., 2018a; Balaji et al., 2018; Li et al.,
2019). BG can be ERM by SGD.
2.5 Supervised learning techniques
Our unifying view enables transferring techniques of
supervised learning to meta-learning with minimum
adjustment. In our experiment, we adapt widely-used
techniques for improving generalization abilities or fa-
cilitating optimization, including data augmentation,
ensemble methods (Breiman, 1996; Zhou, 2012; Di-
etterich, 2000), joint training (e.g., multi-task learn-
ing (Argyriou et al., 2007)), and pre-training (Yosinski
et al., 2014) to meta-learning.
Besides, it is well-known that non-parametric mod-
els (Weinberger and Saul, 2009) are able to capture
local and heterogeneous structures in data. Contrast to
the fact that most existing meta models are parametric,
we present a procedure called meta-KNN (algorithm 1),
inspired by SVM-KNN (Zhang et al., 2006; Chao et al.,
2013), to build a non-parametric meta model. Meta-
KNN begins with training a conventional meta model gˆ
on the meta-training set Dmeta-tr. During meta-testing,
given a test task Dtesttr , meta-KNN then searches for its
K nearest neighbor (KNN) tasks from Dmeta-tr, and
fine-tune gˆ using BG to minimize the meta-training loss
computed only on those KNN tasks. The fine-tuned gˆ
(i.e., g˜) is then applied to the test task Dtesttr . We empir-
ically show its superior performance on meta-learning
from heterogeneous domains.
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3 Case Study: Few-Shot Learning
We present a case study on how to apply our meta-
learning framework to few-shot learning. The goal of
few-shot learning is to quickly build a model for a novel
task; i.e., with minimum training time and training
data. Specifically, we focus on one-shot C-way learning
for image classification.
3.1 Meta labeled examples and meta losses
The training set Dtr contains one labeled image for
each C classes; i.e., Dtr = {(xn, yn)}Nn=1 (C = N in this
case). The target model h∗ is a C-way classifier and the
loss lmeta(h, h∗) measures how different h compared to
h∗. We present two examples of lmeta(h, h∗) as follows.
Meta losses in the model space. h∗ is the target
classifier trained on a larger training set. Let h be
parameterized by θ, lmeta(h, h′) = ‖θ−θ′‖22 (Wang and
Hebert, 2016; Wang et al., 2017; Gui et al., 2018).
Meta losses from example losses. Given a val-
idation set Dval = {(xm, ym)}Mm=1 sampled in the
same way as Dtr, a reasonable choice of lmeta(h, h∗)
is |LV (h)− LV (h∗)|, where LV is the validation error
defined in Equation 3. Suppose h∗ minimizes LV , then
lmeta(h, h∗) is equivalent to LV (h). In other words,
we replace h∗ and lmeta by Dval and l. The meta-
training set Dmeta-tr thus becomes {(Dtrj , Dvalj)}Nmetaj=1
and ERM in Equation 5 can be re-written accordingly
as (with constants ignored)
gˆ = arg ming∈G
Nmeta∑
j=1
LV j(g(Dtrj))
= arg ming∈G
Nmeta∑
j=1
M∑
m=1
l(g(Dtrj)(xjm), yjm). (6)
LV j is the validation loss on Dvalj = {(xjm, yjm)}Mm=1.
Equation 6 has been applied in many few-shot learn-
ing algorithms (Hariharan and Girshick, 2017; Ravi
and Larochelle, 2017; Gidaris and Komodakis, 2018;
Qiao et al., 2018; Snell et al., 2017; Sung et al., 2018;
Bertinetto et al., 2016; Vinyals et al., 2016) and we will
focus on it in the next subsections.
3.2 Meta models and meta algorithms
We discuss two exemplar designs of g: one views g as
a supervised learning algorithm (Finn et al., 2017a)
and the other views g as a feed-forward model predic-
tor (Snell et al., 2017). Both algorithms are used in
our experiments.
Meta models as learning algorithms. Since g out-
puts a classifier h given Dtr, it can be seen as a learning
algorithm. Suppose h is parameterized by θ, let us ap-
ply ERM
g(Dtr) = arg min
θ
LS(θ) = arg min
θ
1
N
N∑
n=1
l(hθ(xn), yn).
Since Dtr is small, ERM may suffer over-fitting. One
solution is to apply an iterative optimizer (e.g., gradient
descent (GD)) with early stopping and a carefully chose
initialization ψ (Finn et al., 2017a): early stopping
limits the hypothesis set while ψ prevents under-fitting.
Suppose LS(θ) is differentiable w.r.t. θ, g with one-step
GD of a step size α, initialized at ψ, is
gψ(Dtr) = θˆ = ψ − α×∇θLS(ψ). (7)
The meta hypothesis set G thus becomes {gψ} with
different initializations. To search gψˆ, we apply ERM
but on the meta-training set Dmeta-tr (cf. Equation 6)
ψˆ = arg minψ
Nmeta∑
j=1
M∑
m=1
l(gψ(Dtrj)(xjm), yjm). (8)
If we apply SGD for optimization then this is the
one-step MAML (Finn et al., 2017a). In other words,
MAML and its variants (Lee and Choi, 2018; Finn and
Levine, 2018; Li et al., 2017; Rusu et al., 2019) fit in
our framework.
Meta models as model predictors. Alternatively,
we can view g(Dtr) as a model predictor. For example,
in Prototypical Network (ProtoNet) (Snell et al., 2017)
gψ(Dtr)(x) = arg maxc exp(−‖ψ(x)− ψ(xc)‖22), (9)
where xc is the image of class c, and ψ is a feature
extractor. Snell et al. (2017) learns ψ via ERM (Equa-
tion 6) and fits in our framework. Similar approaches
are (Qiao et al., 2018; Sung et al., 2018; Wang and
Hebert, 2016; Vinyals et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017).
3.3 Collecting meta-training sets
After identifying the form of meta labeled example,
which is (Dtr, Dval) for few-shot learning, the next step
is to collect the meta-training set. While collecting
(Dtr, Dval) one-by-one seems standard, it might be in-
efficient. For image classification it is easier to collect
images class-by-class to first create a pool (named meta-
train-pool), which contains many classes and each has
many examples. We then synthesize (Dtr, Dval) from
the pool. This is the general setting for few-shot im-
age classification. There will be three pools of disjoint
classes: meta-train pool, meta-val-pool, meta-test-pool.
4 Related Work
There are excellent overviews and surveys of meta-
learning (Thrun and Pratt, 1998; Vilalta and Drissi,
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2002; Lemke et al., 2015; Vanschoren, 2018; Finn, 2018;
Metz et al., 2018). There are also theoretical analy-
sis (Baxter, 2000; Maurer et al., 2016; Maurer, 2005).
However, the flexibility to design h∗ is not considered.
Franceschi et al. (2017) connected hyperparameter tun-
ing and meta-learning, which aligns with the compar-
ison of AH and g in subsection 2.2. Garg and Kalai
(2018) also related meta-learning to supervised learning
but only for meta-unsupervised learning. Meta-learning
has also been applied to reinforcement learning and im-
itation learning (Stadie et al., 2018; Frans et al., 2018;
Wang et al., 2016; Duan et al., 2016, 2017; Finn et al.,
2017b; Yu et al., 2018), optimization (Andrychowicz
et al., 2016; Wichrowska et al., 2017; Li and Malik, 2017;
Bello et al., 2017), recommendation systems (Vartak
et al., 2017), data augmentation (Ratner et al., 2017),
natural language processing (Huang et al., 2018), ar-
chitecture search (Elsken et al., 2018), continual learn-
ing (Riemer et al., 2019; Kaiser et al., 2017; Al-Shedivat
et al., 2018; Clavera et al., 2019), transfer and multi-
task learning (Ying et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018b),
active learning (Ravi and Larochelle, 2018; Sharma
et al., 2018; Bachman et al., 2017; Ravi and Larochelle,
2018; Sharma et al., 2018; Pang et al., 2018), and
teaching (Fan et al., 2018). Some algorithms aim for
versatile purposes (Mishra et al., 2018; Munkhdalai
and Yu, 2017; Ritter et al., 2018; Finn et al., 2017a;
Santoro et al., 2016; Nichol et al., 2018).
5 Experiments
We validate the advantages of our unifying view by
investigating three aspects of few-shot learning: (a)
whether the number of meta-examples influences the
generalization; (b) whether supervised learning tech-
niques are applicable to meta-learning; (c) whether
our unifying view can facilitate new applications and
algorithm design. We first describe the setups.
Datasets. The MiniImageNet dataset (Vinyals et al.,
2016) is a subset of ImageNet (Russakovsky et al.,
2015) and is widely-used in few-shot learning. There
are 100 classes and 600 examples per class. We split the
datasets following (Ravi and Larochelle, 2017): there
are 64, 16, 20 classes for meta-train-pool, meta-val-
pool, and meta-test-pool. We also consider a chal-
lenging case where the splits are 30, 30, 40 classes, in
which the diversity of meta-training examples is lim-
ited. We call the former standard split (SS) and the
later challenging split (CS). We further consider two
set of datasets. To enlarge the heterogeneity among
tasks, we synthesize a “Heterogeneous” dataset from
five fine-grained datasets, namely AirCraft (Maji et al.,
2013), Car-196 (Krause et al., 2013), Caltech-UCSD
Birds (CUB) 200-2011 (Wah et al., 2011), Stanford
Dog (Khosla et al., 2011), and Indoor (Quattoni and
(a) MAML (b) ProtoNet (c) MatchNet
Figure 3: 1-shot 5-way accuracy on MiniImageNet (SS).
We show meta-training (red) and meta-test (blue) accuracy.
We vary the numbers of instances per class in meta-train-
pool to control the number of meta-training examples. All
algorithms suffer over-fitting when the number gets small.
Torralba, 2009). We sample 60 classes from each
dataset, and equally split them into meta-train-pool,
meta-val-pool, and meta-test-pool. To investigate the
applicability of meta-learning, we use the Office-Home
datasets (Venkateswara et al., 2017) in a domain gener-
alization problem. There are 65 classes and 4 domains
of images per class. We test two domains, “Clipart”
and “Product.” See suppl. for more details.
Meta examples (tasks) and evaluation proto-
cols. We focus on the 1-shot 5-way tasks, unless stated
otherwise. We follow (Rusu et al., 2019) to draw 10,000
tasks (Dtr, Dval) from meta-test-pool and there are 15
validation images per class in a task, except for Table 4.
We report the mean accuracy. We found the 95% con-
fidence interval to be consistently within [0.001, 0.004]
and thus omit it for brevity.
Baselines. We investigate Prototypical Network (Pro-
toNet) (Snell et al., 2017), Matching Network (Match-
Net) (Vinyals et al., 2016), and Model Agnostic Meta-
Learning (MAML) (Finn et al., 2017a). We implement
the algorithms and use the same C-way setting in meta-
training and meta-test for consistency: we disregard
the trick (Snell et al., 2017) that trains with 30-way
tasks but tests with 5-way tasks. We use the standard
4-layer ConvNets as the backbone (Vinyals et al., 2016;
Snell et al., 2017) and resize images to 84× 84 follow-
ing (Vinyals et al., 2016). More details, together with
the results using ResNet (He et al., 2016), are in suppl.
5.1 Generalization analysis
Following our supervised view of meta-learning, the
generalization ability of the learned meta model should
be affected by the “effective” number of meta train-
ing examples; i.e., the number of different tasks. We
validate the influence with various meta-train-pool con-
figurations on MiniImageNet (SS). We keep all the 64
classes in meta-train-pool to keep the meta distribution
intact. Instead, we change the number of instances in
each class from 600 to 50 to construct different meta-
train-pools. When there are limited instances per class
in the meta-train-pool, the number of unique tasks is
constrained as well. We also evaluate the case of fewer
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classes in suppl. Figure 3 shows the change of few-shot
accuracy with different meta-train-pools. The trend
follows the supervised view: the more meta-training
examples (few-shot tasks) are provided, the better gen-
eralization is achieved. Specifically, learning with 50
instances per class significantly over-fits.
5.2 Supervised learning techniques
We investigate five techniques: joint (multi-objective)
learning, pre-training, bagging, data augmentation,
and non-parametric methods. We experiment on
MiniImageNet (SS), unless stated otherwise.
Multi-objective learning. In addition to the origi-
nal objective (i.e., meta-training loss), learning jointly
with related objectives has shown promising results
in supervised learning: it serves as a data-dependent
regularization to improve generalization. Here we add
another objective: a 64-way classification with cross-
entropy loss over all classes in meta-train-pool. This
classifier shares weights with the meta model, except for
the last layer. In other words, the shared sub-network
should jointly master two tasks: predicting good C-way
classifiers and extracting discriminative features for 64-
way classification. Oreshkin et al. (2018) explored this
idea, yet we provide more insights in Table 1.
Pre-training. It is well-known that a good model
initialization significantly facilitates the model opti-
mization for down-stream task (Erhan et al., 2010;
Bengio et al., 2007). Specifically, supervised pre-
training (Yosinski et al., 2014) on a large labeled dataset
has been prevalent in many applications. While the
standard setup in few-shot learning trains the meta
model from scratch on the sampled meta labeled ex-
amples, we investigate training a 64-way classifier with
cross-entropy loss at first, and use it to initialize the
meta model. Such a strategy is explored in (Chen
et al., 2019; Qiao et al., 2018; Rusu et al., 2019; Li
et al., 2018b), yet we provide more insights as follows4.
The results by applying the two techniques are shown in
Table 1. We list both the meta-training and meta-test
accuracy. Both techniques consistently improve the test
accuracy for all three algorithms. However, their un-
derlying influences are different. Pre-training achieves
the highest meta-training accuracy, justifying its ef-
fectiveness to facilitate optimization. Multi-objective
learning does not increase the meta-training accuracy
much but improves the meta-test accuracy, verifying
its ability to improve generalization. In summary, we
show that well-known supervised learning techniques
are applicable to meta-learning in the same manner
they benefit supervised learning.
4We note that Triantafillou et al. (2019) also provided
detailed studies on pre-training in their latest version.
Ensemble methods. Ensemble methods leverage the
diversity among a set of basic models to construct a
robust summarized model. It has been comprehensively
verified in supervised learning. We apply a simple
ensemble method bagging (Breiman, 1996) to meta-
learning, which reduces the model variances by majority
voting over many classifiers. We generate diverse meta
models by learning from different meta-training sets.
Concretely, we sample 10 different sub meta-train-pools
from the original one: each sub-pool contain 48 classes.
Then we train 10 basic meta models over those sub
meta-train-pools and ensemble the results for final tests.
The results are in Table 2. “Single” is the model trained
on the original meta-train-pool, the same as in Table 1.
The average performance of all 10 basic meta models
are in the “Average” column. (Note that this is not
ensemble yet.) We investigate “Bagging” by combin-
ing the prediction probabilities of the 10 models. The
average performance of basic meta models is mostly
worse than that of the meta model trained on the full
64-class meta-train-pool. But after we ensemble the
basic models the performance improves notably, vali-
dating the effectiveness of ensemble for meta-learning.
Moreover, we see that pre-training and bagging are
compatible and lead to impressive 0.526/0.701 accu-
racy for 1/5-shot learning, which is on par with one
state-of-the-art (Qiao et al., 2018) but with a cleaner
meta-training procedure. In suppl. we also investi-
gate this compatibility on CUB (Wah et al., 2011) and
tieredImageNet (Ren et al., 2018) and see similar trends
of improvement. We also experiment with more ad-
vanced meta-learning algorithms (Sung et al., 2018; Ye
et al., 2018) and backbones (He et al., 2016) in suppl.
Given that the above three techniques appear to be meta-
model-agnostic by improving all three meta-learning
models consistently, we focus on ProtoNet in the fol-
lowing experiments.
Data augmentation. Increasing the number of train-
ing examples by data augmentation is a popular tech-
nique in supervised learning to improve generalization,
especially when the training examples are not diverse
enough. Here we adapt the idea to meta-learning.
We consider a challenging yet more realistic case on
MiniImageNet (CS). Specifically, we re-split the dataset
into 30, 30, 40 classes for meta-train-pool, meta-val-
pool, and meta-test-pool, and focus on 1-shot 30-way
classification. Note that, this setting might break the
applicability of meta-learning to few-shot learning: ev-
ery time we will sample the same 30 classes from meta-
train-pool, greatly limiting the diversity of meta labeled
examples. However, this setting is indeed more realistic
in practice according to the well-known long-tailed dis-
tribution (Sudderth and Jordan, 2008; Salakhutdinov
et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2017): there
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Table 1: Multi-objective learning and pre-training for 1-shot 5-way classification on MiniImageNet (SS).
MAML ProtoNet MatchNet
Scratch Pre-Train Multi-Obj. Scratch Pre-Train Multi-Obj. Scratch Pre-Train Multi-Obj.
Train 0.540 0.576 0.554 0.539 0.602 0.537 0.547 0.662 0.598
Test 0.459 0.478 0.470 0.461 0.500 0.484 0.463 0.500 0.485
Table 2: Bagging for 1/5-shot 5-way classification on MiniImageNet (SS). Single: no bagging. Average: average accuracy
of basic meta models. The best result of each shot-algorithm pair is in bold font.
MAML ProtoNet MatchNet
Single Average Bagging Single Average Bagging Single Average Bagging
1-shot w/o Pre-Train 0.459 0.448 0.482 0.461 0.463 0.491 0.463 0.457 0.482w/ Pre-Train 0.478 0.439 0.498 0.500 0.492 0.526 0.500 0.495 0.525
5-shot w/o Pre-Train 0.633 0.617 0.666 0.658 0.649 0.694 0.639 0.625 0.664w/ Pre-Train 0.660 0.646 0.692 0.671 0.657 0.701 0.642 0.630 0.673
Table 3: Test accuracy of 1-shot 30-way classification on
MiniImageNet (CS). K: cluster number to augment meta-
train-pool, meta-val-pool classes. K = 1: no augmentation.
K = 1 K = 2 K = 4 K = 8
0.146 0.146 0.155 0.161
Table 4: Parametric (ProtoNet) vs. non-parametric models
(ProtoNet-KNN). We show the test accuracy of 1-shot 5-way
fine-grained classification on the Heterogeneous dataset.
ProtoNet ProtoNet-KNN
0.372 0.386
are more few-shot classes than many-shot classes.
We present a data augmentation strategy at the meta
example (task) level, inspired by (Hsu et al., 2018).
Specifically, we perform K-means within each class to
split a class into K subcategories, resulting in 30×K
augmented classes in meta-train-pool (and meta-val-
pool). The results are in Table 3. We cluster each
class in the meta-train-pool and meta-val-pool with
K = 1, 2, 4, 8 subcategories; 1 means no K-means. We
observe a clear trend: the more classes we augment
to increase task diversity, the higher accuracy we can
achieve. More details and results are in suppl.
Non-parametric methods. Non-parametric ap-
proaches are known to capture local and heterogeneous
structures in data. Here we extend the methods to
meta-learning by applying meta-KNN (cf. algorithm 1)
to ProtoNet, named ProtoNet-KNN. ProtoNet-KNN
first learns a normal ProtoNet gˆ on the meta-training
set Dmeta-tr. BG is therefore SGD that minimizes the
meta-training loss of ProtoNet (i.e., Equation 5 and
Equation 6). In meta-test, given a test few-shot task
Dtesttr , we search for its K nearest neighbor (KNN) few-
shot tasks from the meta-training set Dmeta-tr. We
characterize each task by its average features and use
the Euclidean distance to measure task similarity. We
then fine-tune gˆ using BG (i.e., SGD), but to minimize
the meta-training loss computed only on those KNN
tasks5. The fine-tuned gˆ (i.e., g˜) is then applied to the
5We note that since at first gˆ has been trained to mini-
mize the meta-training loss on Dmeta-tr, fine-tuning gˆ on the
Table 5: Few-shot 5-way domain generalization on Office-
Home with two domains: Clipart (C), Product (P). We
denote the source/target domain by SD/TD.
Meta-train Meta-test Test Acc
Case SD TD SD TD 1-Shot 5-Shot
I-1 C C C C 0.341 0.477
I-2 P C P C 0.296 0.350
I-3 C C P C 0.275 0.342
I-4 P P P C 0.264 0.283
test task Dtesttr . Here we set K = 100 and fine-tune gˆ
for only 1 epoch, which takes < 400 ms. See suppl. for
details and further discussions.
We investigate ProtoNet-KNN on the Heterogeneous
dataset described earlier in setups. We focus on few-
shot fine-grained classification: a test task contains 5
classes from one specific dataset. In meta-training, we
sample a fine-grained task randomly from a dataset to
train a single ProtoNet. We expect the learned Pro-
toNet to be equipped with dataset-agnostic fine-grained
discriminative knowledge. In meta-test, we then apply
ProtoNet-KNN to adapt the ProtoNet to the neighbor
tasks of a test task. To facilitate neighbor searching,
we pre-sample 2,000 training tasks from Dmeta-tr (cf.
algorithm 1). Table 4 shows the meta-test results (on
2,000 tasks). Non-parametric methods greatly improve
the performance on heterogeneous tasks. See suppl. for
additional details including the hyper-parameters.
5.3 Domain generalization & domain shifts
Existing few-shot learning assumes that the training
and validation examples within a task are from the
same domain. In practice it is sometime desirable to
remove the assumption; e.g., we may want to learn a
robot in a constraint environment, where examples are
not diverse and are essentially few-shot, but apply it
in the wild. Recall that our supervised view allows
the training set and target model h∗ of a task to be
defined according to the problem at hand. By defining
the target model h∗ to be the one that will work well
“entire” meta-training set Dmeta-tr will not lead to further
improvement.
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in a different domain, we can remove the same-domain
assumption systematically. We study this idea and
apply the trick in section 3 to replace the target model
h∗ by a validation set collected in a different domain.
We experiment on the Off-Home dataset described
earlier in setups, which is designed for domain adap-
tation. We focus on two domains: Clipart (C) and
Product (P). There are 65 classes and we split them
into 25 for meta-train-pool, 15 for meta-val-pool, and
25 for meta-test-pool. We work on few-shot 5-way tasks
in which a task contains a training set Dtr from one
(source) domain and a validation set Dval from the
other (target) domain. We design several scenarios to
illustrate the difference between domain generalization
and meta-domain shift. In domain generalization, a
task (Dtr, Dval) has its Dtr and Dval sampled from two
different domains. In meta-domain shift, the tasks in
the meta-training set and meta-test set are sampled
from different meta distributions.
Table 5 shows the results. Comparing Case I-1 and I-2,
we see the challenge of domain generalization when the
source and target domains within a task are different.
We note that in each of these cases the distribution
of the meta-training and meta-test examples are the
same6. Therefore, there is no meta-domain shift and
the gap simply indicates the difficulty of tasks.
We further investigate meta-domain shifts by construct-
ing meta-training/-test examples in a different way
(Case I-3 and I-4). The results are outperformed by
Case I-2. (Note that all three cases consider the same
meta-test examples.) We attribute this gap to meta-
domain shifts (cf. subsection 2.3), which can poten-
tially be resolved via domain adaptation by casting
meta-learning as supervised learning.
6 Conclusion
We revisit and strengthen the connection between meta-
learning and supervised learning, upon which apply-
ing meta-learning becomes systematic; theoretical and
empirical understandings of supervised learning can
be applied to meta-learning. We further demonstrate
that various supervised learning techniques can benefit
meta-learning in the same ways they benefit super-
vised learning. We hope our studies to re-inform the
community of such a valuable connection and inspire
new algorithms, theories, and understandings of meta-
learning.
6That is, I-1 and I-2 follow the assumption in supervised
learning that the meta-training tasks and meta-test tasks
are sampled from the same meta distribution.
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Supplementary Material
We provide details omitted in the main text.
• Appendix A: More examples on applying meta-
learning (subsection 2.4 of the main paper).
• Appendix B: Details of experimental setups (sec-
tion 5 of the main paper).
• Appendix C: Additional experimental results (sub-
section 5.1, subsection 5.2 and subsection 5.3 of
the main paper).
A More Examples on Applying
Meta-Learning
Our unifying view clearly indicates the components of
meta-learning.
• Meta labeled example (Dtr, h∗) and meta loss lmeta
• Meta hypothesis set G = {g} and meta algorithm
BG
Applying meta-learning to an area requires defining or
designing them accordingly. We discuss more examples
in the following subsections.
A.1 Active learning
The goal is to minimize the data labeling effort by
querying N ′ informative examples. For classification,
Dtr = {xn}Nn=1 is an unlabeled set, h∗ is the model
learned with the best N ′ queried examples from Dtr,
and lmeta measures the performance gap on classifica-
tion. g is a learning process constrained to query labels
for N ′ examples by investigating x and the learning
progress (Ravi and Larochelle, 2018; Sharma et al.,
2018; Bachman et al., 2017). BG can be ERM by
SGD or by reinforcement learning algorithms (Ravi
and Larochelle, 2018; Sharma et al., 2018). An illus-
tration of this procedure can be found in Figure 4.
A.2 Optimization
One focus is to search a better updating rule in iterative
optimization. In this case, Dtr is an objective function
LS(θ) parameterized by θ; e.g., the training loss. h∗ is
the optimal solution of LS or of a related objective LV ;
e.g., the validation error. lmeta is the gap of objective
values. g is an iterative optimization algorithm with
a (meta) learnable updating rule. BG can be EMR by
SGD (Andrychowicz et al., 2016; Wichrowska et al.,
2017) or reinforcement learning algorithms (Li and
Malik, 2017; Bello et al., 2017).
Figure 4: Illustration of active learning. A labeled
image is surrounded by a colored box that indicate
its label. The target model in active learning is the
classifier trained on the optimally queried images.
A.3 Imitation learning and reinforcement
learning
Imitation learning (Stadie et al., 2018; Frans et al., 2018;
Wang et al., 2016; Duan et al., 2016, 2017; Finn et al.,
2017b; Yu et al., 2018) easily fits into our meta-learning
framework, given its similarity to the supervised learn-
ing. For few-shot reinforcement learning (Duan et al.,
2017; Wang et al., 2016), the Dtr is a trial of a few
episodes from an MDP and h∗ is the target policy,
which can be realized by maximizing the reward.
A.4 Few-shot learning
The line of learning generative models for few-shot
learning (Zhang et al., 2018a; Wang et al., 2018) can
conceptually be thought of as learning a meta mapping
from a (few-shot) training set to a target data gener-
ator (or distribution) that well describes many-shot
examples.
B Details of Experimental Setups
Datasets. We synthesize the “Heterogeneous” dataset
from five fine-grained classification datasets, namely
AirCraft (Maji et al., 2013), Car-196 (Krause et al.,
2013), Caltech-UCSD Birds (CUB) 200-2011 (Wah
et al., 2011), Stanford Dog (Khosla et al., 2011), and
Indoor (Quattoni and Torralba, 2009). We randomly
sampled 60 classes with 50 images each from each of
the 5 datasets, and equally split classes into meta-train-
pool, meta-val-pool, and meta-test-pool. That is, there
are 100 classes in meta-train-pool (same for the others),
which includes 20 classes from each dataset.
We also use CUB (Wah et al., 2011) alone to evaluate
the few-shot learning performance. CUB contains a
total of 11,788 images of birds over 200 species. The
similarity between classes makes it a difficult classi-
fication task when given limited training examples.
Following the setups of (Triantafillou et al., 2017; Chen
et al., 2019) we use the provided bounding box of CUB
to crop the center object of each image, and split the
200 classes into 100/50/50 for meta-train/val/test-pool.
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Figure 5: 1-shot 5-way classification accuracy on MiniImageNet (SS). We show meta-training (red) and meta-test
(blue) accuracy. We keep all instances per class but vary the numbers of meta-training classes. MAML, ProtoNet,
and MatchNet suffer over-fitting when the number of classes gets small.
Besides MiniImageNet and CUB, we further evalu-
ate on the large-scale tierdImageNet data set (Ren
et al., 2018), which has 779,165 images and 608 classes.
We use the standard split: 351/97/160 for meta-
train/val/test-pool.
Following the conventional way of image pre-
processing (Vinyals et al., 2016; Snell et al., 2017; Finn
et al., 2017a), we resize all images to 84× 84.
Meta examples (tasks) and evaluation proto-
cols. We follow (Rusu et al., 2019; Ye et al., 2018) to
evaluate the few-shot classification by drawing 10,000
tasks from meta-test-pool and there are 15 validation
images per class in a task. That is, a meta labeled ex-
ample (Dtr, Dval) has 15 images per class in Dval. We
found the 95% confidence interval to be consistently
within [0.001, 0.004] and thus omit it for brevity.
Baseline methods. We investigate three pop-
ular baselines, namely Model Agnostic Meta-
Learning (MAML) (Finn et al., 2017a), Prototypical
Network (ProtoNet) (Snell et al., 2017), and Matching
Network (MatchNet) (Vinyals et al., 2016). MAML
implements an inner optimizer to update the meta-
learned classifier initializer, and ProtoNet/MatchNet
learn discriminative embedding for few-shot classifica-
tion. ProtoNet uses the distance-based nearest class
mean rule for prediction, while MatchNet utilizes the
similarity-based nearest neighbor rule.
We re-implement all three algorithms and use the same
C-way setting in meta-training and meta-test for con-
sistency. That is, we disregard the trick (Snell et al.,
2017) that trains with 30-way tasks but tests with 5-
way tasks. We apply the first-order MAML and tune
the number of updates by meta-validation. We apply
the standard 4-layer ConvNet as the backbone (Vinyals
et al., 2016; Snell et al., 2017). In each layer, convo-
lution, batch normalization, ReLU, and max-pooling
are concatenated sequentially. During meta-training
SGD with Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) is employed,
with a initial learning rate 2e-3. Our baseline results
are close to those reported in the recent overview of
few-shot learning (Chen et al., 2019).
C Additional Experimental Results
In the following we include more experimental results
for the meta-learning analyses.
C.1 Empirical generalization analysis
Following our supervised view of meta-learning, the
generalization ability of the learned meta model should
be affected by the âĂĲeffectiveâĂİ number of meta
training examples. Here we investigate such effective
number from another perspective, i.e., the number of
classes in the in the meta-train-pool. In detail, we
keep all 600 instances per class in MiniImageNet (SS),
but change the number of available classes for meta-
training in the meta-train-pool, from 8 to 64. When
there are limited types of classes in the meta-train-
pool, the number of diversified tasks to be sampled is
constrained. Figure 5 shows the change of few-shot
accuracy with different meta-train-pools. The trend
follows the supervised learning intuition as well: where
there are more available meta-training classes (types
of few-shot tasks), the better generalization results
are achieved. In particular, when there are 8 classes,
all models, namely MAML, ProtoNet, and MatchNet
overfit. The 1-shot classification performance becomes
stable when the number of meta-training classes is
larger than 48.
We also conduct the generalization analysis of ProtoNet
on the tierdImageNet data set, via varying both the
number of instances per meta-train class and the num-
ber of meta-train classes. Figure 6 depicts the results,
whose trends are similar to Figure 5.
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Figure 6: 1-shot 5-way classification performance of ProtoNet on tierdImageNet: (Left) varying the instances per
meta-train class; (Right) varying the number of meta-train classes. By showing meta-training (red) and meta-test
(blue) accuracy, we find ProtoNet suffers over-fitting when the number of classes or the number of instances in
meta-train classes get small.
Table 6: Bagging for 1/5-shot 5-way classification on MiniImageNet (SS). “w/o Pre-Train” and “w/ Pre-Train”
denote the vanilla training of the meta-learning model on all classes in the meta-train-pool without or with the
pre-training strategy. Single: vanilla training of the meta-learning model on all classes in the meta-train-pool.
“Bag1” and “Bag2” ensemble the basic models by logits and probabilities respectively. The best result of each
shot-algorithm pair is in bold font.
MAML ProtoNet MatchNet
Single Bag1 Bag2 Single Bag1 Bag2 Single Bag1 Bag2
1-shot w/o Pre-Train 0.459 0.448 0.482 0.461 0.488 0.491 0.463 0.481 0.482w/ Pre-Train 0.478 0.498 0.498 0.500 0.522 0.526 0.500 0.524 0.525
5-shot w/o Pre-Train 0.633 0.665 0.666 0.658 0.692 0.694 0.639 0.663 0.664w/ Pre-Train 0.660 0.694 0.692 0.671 0.701 0.701 0.642 0.674 0.673
C.2 Supervised learning techniques for
meta-learning
In this subsection, we first show different strategies to
ensemble the basic meta-learning learner through bag-
ging, and then demonstrate the applicability of bagging
to the CUB and tieredImageNet data set. Finally, We
experiment with more meta-learning algorithms (Sung
et al., 2018; Ye et al., 2018) and backbones (He et al.,
2016).
We construct bagging models by sub-sampling classes,
and build a meta-learning model on the subsets. The
differences in various subsets result in the divergence
among basic models, which is the key to the success
of the ensemble methods. To aggregate more than
one meta-learning models, we consider averaging their
prediction logits (the distance values for ProtoNet and
MatchNet) and the normalized probabilities. We de-
note the two strategies as “Bag1” and “Bag2”, respec-
tively. The results are listed in Table 6, where bagging
show consistent improvements among the vanilla meta-
learning models.
To demonstrate its applicability, we also evaluate bag-
ging on another meta-learning benchmark CUB. The re-
sults of ProtoNet is summarized in Table 7: there exists
a consistent trend with the results on the MiniImageNet
(SS), i.e., models with pre-training work better, and
bagging can further improve the performance.
We further evaluate the 1-shot 5-way classification per-
formance of ProtoNet w/ and w/o pre-training and
bagging on tieredImageNet. Table 9 shows the results,
which indicates that both techniques are compatible to
boost the accuracy.
Finally, we experiment with FEAT (Ye et al., 2018)
and Relational Network (RN) (Sung et al., 2018) for
1-shot 5-way classification on MiniImageNet (SS). We
use and adapt their officially released code. We use
the standard 4-layer ConvNet as the backbone for a
fair comparison. Table 8 shows the results: both pre-
training and bagging improve accuracy. We note that
we cannot fully reproduce RN’s reported accuracy of
training from scratch (i.e., 0.504, vs. ours at 0.483)
without detailed hyper-parameter configurations, but
with bagging, we can achieve higher accuracy.
We also experiment with ProtoNet using ResNet-12 (He
et al., 2016; Oreshkin et al., 2018) as the backbone.
We perform pre-training. Table 10 shows the results:
bagging again leads to improvement. Both results also
outperform those reported in (Oreshkin et al., 2018)
using ResNet-12.
C.3 Data augmentation
We perform K-means within each class to split a class
into K subcategories, resulting in 30×K augmented
classes in meta-train-pool (and meta-val-pool). To
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Table 7: The 1-shot and 5-shot classification performance of ProtoNet on the CUB data set. “w/o Pre-Train”
and “w/ Pre-Train” denote the vanilla training of the meta-learning model on all classes in the meta-train-pool
without or with the pre-training strategy. Average: the averaged few-shot classification results of all basic models.
“Bag1” and “Bag2” ensemble the basic models with pre-training by logits and probabilities respectively.
w/o Pre-Train w/ Pre-Train Average Bag1 Bag2
1-Shot 0.592 0.601 0.586 0.621 0.623
5-Shot 0.762 0.777 0.758 0.793 0.793
Table 8: Bagging for 1-shot 5-way classification on MiniImageNet (SS) using RN (Sung et al., 2018) and FEAT (Ye
et al., 2018). Single: no bagging. Average: average accuracy of basic meta models. Since FEAT already applies
pre-training, we do not show its results without pre-training. The best result of each shot-algorithm pair is in
bold font.
RN FEAT
Single Average Bagging Single Average Bagging
w/o Pre-Train 0.483 0.477 0.510 - - -
w/ Pre-Train 0.504 0.498 0.529 0.552 0.545 0.559
Table 9: 1-shot 5-way classification of ProtoNet on
tierdImageNet. “w/o Pre-Train” and “w/ Pre-Train”
denote the vanilla training of the meta-learning model
on all classes in the meta-train-pool without or with
the pre-training strategy. “Bagging” ensembles the
basic models with pre-training by probabilities.
Single Bagging
w/o Pre-Train 0.487 0.504
w/ Pre-Train 0.542 0.552
Table 10: Bagging for 1-shot 5-way classification on
MiniImageNet (SS) using ProtoNet with ResNet-12 as
the backbone. Single: no bagging. Average: average
accuracy of basic meta models.
Single Average Bagging
w/ Pre-Train 0.614 0.603 0.626
ensure the quality of K-means, we pre-train a 30-way
classifier on the whole meta-train-pool and use the
features for K-means. We run 30 trials of K-means
to compensate its randomness. We construct a meta-
training example (task) by first picking a trial and
sampling 30 classes from the corresponding augmented
meta-train-pool.
Here we provide additional results on MiniImageNet
(CS). We further evaluate on 20-way and 40-way tasks
during meta-test and also report 5-shot classification
results. We note that since ProtoNet (Snell et al., 2017)
learns a feature extractor ψ (cf. Equation 9 of the main
text) during meta-training, it can be applied to a task
of different ways (e.g., meta-training with 20-way tasks
but meta-test with 40-way tasks).
Table 11 and Table 12 summarize the results. We con-
sider no augmentation or augmentation with 8 subcate-
gories by K-means and report different combinations of
meta-training and meta-test tasks. We can clearly see
the trend (within each column): data augmentation
consistently improves the performance by generating
more diverse meta-training examples.
Moreover, by comparing within each row where the
meta-training tasks are different, we see no clear per-
formance drop when the meta-training and meta-test
tasks are different. Interestingly, for 5-shot tasks (cf.
Table 12) meta-training with more ways seem to be
always beneficial, which aligns with the observation
in (Snell et al., 2017). A more detailed investigation is
thus desirable in the future work.
C.4 Non-parametric methods
We introduce meta-KNN as a widely-applicable frame-
work to apply non-parametric methods to meta-
learning. Here we provide the hyper-parameters we
use. We set K = 100, β = 1, and α = 0.0002 (cf. algo-
rithm 1 of the main text). α = 0.0002 is the learning
rate when the initial ProtoNet gˆ converges.
For a test task, meta-KNN takes 5 ms for searching
KNN tasks and 360 ms for fine-tuning (using one RTX
2080 GPU), which is quite efficient. We note that
meta-KNN (algorithm 1) can easily incorporate various
kinds of metrics for KNN search, and we applied the
simple average features with Euclidean distance as an
illustrative example. We expect that applying a more
sophisticated and application-dependent metric (e.g.,
using higher-order statistics (Achille et al., 2019b) or
Task2Vec (Achille et al., 2019a)) to characterize task
similarity would further improve the performance.
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Table 11: Meta-test accuracy of 1-shot 20/30/40-way tasks on MiniImageNet (CS). We compare no augmentation
(i.e., 1) and augmentation with 8 subcategories by K-means. Since there are only 30 classes in the original
meta-train-pool, we cannot perform meta-training with 40-way tasks.
Meta-Training Tasks
20 30 40
1 / 8 1 / 8 1 / 8
Meta- 20 0.192 / 0.207 0.189 / 0.208 - / 0.204
Test 30 0.148 / 0.161 0.146 / 0.161 - / 0.159
Tasks 40 0.122 / 0.134 0.120 / 0.134 - / 0.132
Table 12: Meta-test accuracy of 5-shot 20/30/40-way tasks on MiniImageNet (CS). We compare no augmentation
(i.e., 1) and augmentation with 8 subcategories by K-means. Since there are only 30 classes in the original
meta-train-pool, we cannot perform meta-training with 40-way tasks.
Meta-Training Tasks
20 30 40
1 / 8 1 / 8 1 / 8
Meta- 20 0.318 / 0.346 0.323 / 0.347 - / 0.357
Test 30 0.257 / 0.283 0.262 / 0.285 - / 0.294
Tasks 40 0.220 / 0.244 0.224 / 0.245 - / 0.254
C.5 Domain generalization and meta
Domain shifts
This section shows more experimental results for do-
main generalization and meta domain shifts. We exper-
iment on the Off-Home dataset, which is designed for
domain adaptation. We focus on two domains: Clipart
(C) and Product (P). There are 65 classes and we split
them into 25 for meta-train-pool, 15 for meta-val-pool,
and 25 for meta-test-pool. We work on few-shot 5-way
tasks in which a task contains a training set Dtr from
one (source) domain and a validation set Dval from the
other (target) domain.
Table 13 summarizes the results. We clearly see the
difficulty when the source and target domains within
a task are different by comparing Case I-1 and I-2
(similarly, II-1 and II-2). We note that in each of these
cases the distribution of the meta-training and meta-
test examples are the same. Therefore, there is no
meta-domain shift and the gap simply indicates the
difficulty of tasks.
We further investigate meta-domain shifts by construct-
ing meta-training and meta-test examples in a different
way (Case I-3, I-4 and II-3, II-4). We note that some
meta-learning algorithms, by default, cannot learn to
handle the case where Dtr and Dval are sampled from
different domains (e.g., (Nichol et al., 2018)). These ad-
ditional experiments are meant to simulate the results
by those algorithms. The performance in these cases is
outperformed by Case I-2 and II-2 respectively where
each group considers the same meta-test examples. We
argue that this gap indeed results from meta-domain
shifts (cf. subsection 2.3 in the main paper) and might
be resolved via domain adaptation by casting meta-
learning as supervised learning.
We further extend our studies of domain generalization
beyond the few-shot learning setting. For a domain
generalization task, a base model could be trained
on labeled instances from one (source) domain, not
necessarily few-shot, and tested on instances from an-
other (target) domain. Thus, besides the 1-shot and
5-shot settings as shown before, we examine a many-
shot setting (e.g., 20-shot) with ProtoNet on a domain
generalization task.
Table 14 shows the results: the gap between I-2 and
I-3 (I-4) reflects the meta-domain difference between
meta-train and meta-test tasks (irrespective of 1- or
20-shot), similar to the problem of domain adaptation
in supervised learning. For I-2 (the source and target
domains are Product and Clipart respectively in both
meta-train and meta-test) we further apply pre-training
and bagging. As shown in Table 15, both techniques
are applicable to the domain generalization tasks.
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Table 13: Few-shot 5-way domain generalization on Office-Home with two domains: Clipart (C), Product (P).
Meta-train Meta-test Test Acc
Case Source Target Source Target 1-Shot 5-Shot
I-1 C C C C 0.341 0.477
I-2 P C P C 0.296 0.350
I-3 C C P C 0.275 0.342
I-4 P P P C 0.264 0.283
Meta-train Meta-test Test Acc
Case Source Target Source Target 1-Shot 5-Shot
II-1 P P P P 0.448 0.609
II-2 C P C P 0.291 0.381
II-3 C C C P 0.284 0.338
II-4 P P C P 0.275 0.329
Table 14: 20-shot 5-way domain generalization on
Office-Home with two domains: Clipart (C) and Prod-
uct (P) domains.
Meta-train Meta-test Test Acc
Case Source Target Source Target 20-Shot
I-1 C C C C 0.554
I-2 P C P C 0.358
I-3 C C P C 0.349
I-4 P P P C 0.312
Table 15: 20-shot 5-way domain generalization (the I-2
case) with pre-training and bagging.
Single Bagging
w/o Pre-Train 0.358 0.383
w/ Pre-Train 0.377 0.392
